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Abstract—In this paper we investigate and analyze the performance of a wireless system with caching capabilities while
imposing secrecy constraints at one of the users. A dedicated
user with secrecy constraints is always served by a helper/access
point while a second user with no secrecy constraints receives
content either from the helper or the core network through a
macro cell base station. This non-dedicated user is served by the
cellular network if it cannot find the requested content in the
helper’s cache. The presence of an eavesdropper trying to decode
the content for the dedicated user affects the performance of the
system in terms of average throughput and delay while allocated
transmission power, request, and caching characteristics vary.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The upcoming wireless network evolution in 5G will not
only enable upgrades in throughput, latency and scalability
but additionally will enable higher levels of secure communications. Based on that, in the last decade physical layer secrecy
has emerged as a promising approach over wireless networks
as it exploits the inherent randomness present in the wireless
channel to provide secure communication.
Nowadays, video content is the dominant type of wireless
data traffic while videos can be stored proactively at the
network edge nodes before being requested. Motivated by this,
caching at the edge of the network has been identified as a
promising approach to meet the high demand of the users in
terms of rich content (e.g. video, image) [1]. The key idea is to
store some likely-to-be-requested content at the network edge
nodes according to some predefined caching policies (e.g. most
popular content, random, coded) during off-peak hours [2]–[5].
When users request for some content that is already cached
in the nearby nodes, the content delivery delay and energy
consumption can be greatly reduced. While in wireless networks users have different secrecy requirements, it is important
to analyze the impact of caching on the system performance
under secrecy constraints and heterogeneous traffic conditions.
This work considers a network scenario with two users and
an eavesdropper trying to overhear the transmissions from
the helper to the dedicated user. The dedicated user with
secrecy constraints does not request cacheable content but
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rather receives bursty traffic from the helper while the nondedicated user without secrecy constraints requests reusable
(cache-able) content that can be stored at edge node’s (helper)
cache. If the non-dedicated user requests some content that
is not found at the helper’s cache, then this user is served
by a backhaul network server through a base station. When
the helper needs to serve multiple users simultaneously, the
decoding capability of the users can eventually affect the
system’s performance. Hence, it is important to explore how
the concurrent transmission from the helper to different users
can assist in providing secure communication under different
decoding schemes at the users while an eavesdropper, which
is not part of the network and is passive tries to listen to the
communications of the helper node to the dedicated user.
A. Related Work
The result in [6] was a stepping stone for physical layer
secrecy, where it was shown that it is possible to send
messages securely over a noisy channel without using any
key between the legitimate nodes. The problem of secure
communication over multiuser scenarios has been studied
extensively under different settings [7], [8], [10]–[12]. The
impact of fading on secure communication has been explored
under various settings in [9], [13]–[15]. It has been found that
fading in wireless channel can facilitate secure communication
in contrast to the case of Gaussian wiretap channel [13], [14].
In many real-world scenarios, data arrival at the access point
nodes is random. Using queuing theory tools, the analysis for
bursty traffic gives us a perspective that cannot be utilized
with the assumption of saturated traffic [16]. In the existing
literature, the impact of reliability and secrecy on the stability
of the system is not well explored. In [17], the impact of reliability and security on the stability of the system is considered
for the broadcast channel under different collaborative models
for the eavesdroppers. In [18], the impact of secrecy constraint
on the stability region of broadcast channel is explored under
various decoding schemes at the users.
The study in [19] provided analysis on stable throughput
and delay performance for single bottleneck cache enabled
networks using stochastic request arrivals at different nodes.
In [20], the authors investigated how bursty traffic and random
caching availability of a small cell node affects the delay and

and the sum of power allocation for the parallel transmissions
is always equal to the maximum transmit power level at S.
In this setup both D and U as well as E treat interference as
noise (TIN)1 .
In our scenario, the probability that helper S is available to
serve the dedicated user D is denoted as qS . The non-dedicated
user U will request content outside its storage with probability
qU , that is equal to a miss probability trying to retrieve content
from its own cache.
A. Caching Policy and Transmission Model

Fig. 1. System Model. D: dedicated user with secrecy requirements, U : user
requesting cachable content with no secrecy requirements, E: Eavesdropper.
Continuous and discontinued lines indicate possible active links and interference signals respectively.

throughput performance of a wireless caching system with two
users although the secrecy of the communication is not taken
into consideration.
B. Contribution
This work considers a simple network setup where two users
with different secrecy and traffic characteristics, are served
through a wireless helper system with caching capabilities.
The helper node deploys superposition coding (SC) in order
to allow simultaneous transmission to both users. Within the
superposition coding scheme, the orthogonality for parallel
transmission does not hold anymore and a non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) scheme is deployed. For this setup
we obtain closed formulas for the average throughput and the
average delay performance of the system analysing the impact
of secrecy and caching in the numerical evaluation.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL
The network considered as in Fig. 1 serves two users with
different secrecy characteristics. The dedicated user D with
secrecy requirements is only served by the helper/access point
S. It is assumed that S always serves the arriving bursty
traffic intended for the dedicated user D. The arrival process
at S is characterized by the arrival rate λ. The helper S can
additionally serve another user in parallel, namely the nondedicated user U , that can request content initially from the
helper’s cache and if it cannot find it stored at S’s cache it
requests the content from a network cache (data center through
the cellular network-base station B). Within this setup two
users with different security requirements are served applying
superposition coding [21] for the parallel transmissions to
safeguard the transmission with security constraints (S to D).
Secrecy constraints arise due to the presence of an eavesdropper E in the vicinity of the helper S. E attempts to decode
the content for the dedicated user D thus we intent to explore
the randomness of the physical channel to establish secure
connectivity between the helper S and D while there is parallel
transmission to another user from either the helper S or the
base station B. The total power transmitted by S is limited

The probability that helper S can provide the requested
content to U equals the hit probability ph . The hit probability
is related to the caching policy at the helper S and the request
rates of content at U and S 2 . In the case of a miss with
probability equal to pm = 1 − ph , the content needs to be
delivered to U by the data center through the base station B.
If the core network is available with a probability of α (lower
values of α equal more congested network) then the content
requested by the non dedicated user U will be sent through
the base station and two parallel transmissions will take place
if the helper S is available to serve D with probability qS .
B. Physical Layer Model
In this setup a key parameter affecting the performance of
the overall system is the transmission power allocation at the
helper S PS . We consider the transmission power level at S
constant and equal to its maximum value Pmax as the sum of
power allocations PSD and PSU for the superposition coded
transmission equals that value:
PS = PSD + PSU = Pmax

(1)

The transmission power level of the base station B is denoted
as PB and is dedicated to user U thus interfering with the
S to D transmission. We assume this although it will cause
interference to the dedicated user as it will additionally cause
interference to the eavesdropper, eventually increasing the
secrecy of the S to D communication.
In this work we consider Rayleigh fading channel characteristics and a power-law path loss model without any shadowing
effects. Both users in order to successfully decode their content
need to receive so that signal to noise plus interference ratio
level (SINR) is higher than their demodulation threshold θj
(θD , θU ). In the case of a single transmission there is only
signal to noise ratio (SNR) taken into consideration. For
successful decoding the following expression needs to be
satisfied for each receiver:
SINRij/L =

−γ
Pij |hij |2 rij

nj +

P

k∈T \{i}

−γ
Pkj |hkj |2 rkj

≥ θj

(2)

where in this scenario i ∈ (S, B) and j ∈ (D, U ). In (2):
• L represents the set of active links (e.g. SD, SU , BU )
1 The case where the receivers can apply successive decoding will be studied
in an extension of this work due to space limitation.
2 For a detailed treatment regarding hit/miss probability and the cache size
please refer to [20].

T is the set of active transmitters (S, B).
Pij is the power from transmitter i to receiver j.
• hij is the Rayleigh fading cannel component with
CN (0, 1).
• rij is the distance between transmitter i and the receiver
j.
• nj is the noise (AWGN) component at the receiver j.
The successful decoding of the intended content by each
receiver will be denoted as the event Dij/L where ij indicates
the transmitter receiver pair and L all the active links. The
event with secrecy constraints (e.g. S transmitting to D) will
?
be denoted as Dij/L
. The transmitter-receiver pairs characterize the events of the form:
(
)
•

B. Delay

•

The average delay experienced by user U is illustrated in
this section (average delay experienced by the dedicated user
D is zero as it is served whenever S is available). Let us
denote the average delay of user U as DU .

?
Dij/L
=

SINRij/L ≥ θj , SINRiE/L < θj

(3)

with secrecy constraints (second term at (3) the SINR at the
eavesdropper E) and
(
)
Dij/L =

SINRij/L ≥ θj

(4)

with no secrecy constraints. The success probabilities
?
P(Dij/L
) and P(Dij/L ) (with and without secrecy constraints) of these events will be studied regarding their effect
on the overall performance of the system. The expressions for
the success probabilities can be obtained similarly with [18]
and [21].
III. T HROUGHPUT AND D ELAY A NALYSIS
In this section we provide the throughput and delay analysis
for the considered system.
A. Throughput
The following throughput analysis characterizes the system
illustrated in Fig. 1 and includes the outcome of the physical
layer analysis. First, we will generate the expression of the average throughput of the dedicated user D that is characterized
by the average service rate µ of the helper S and will be:
?
µ = qS (1 − qU )P(DSD/SD
)
?
+ qS qU ph P(DSD/SD,SU
)
?
+ qS qU pm αP(DSD/SD,BU
)

(5)

?
+ qS qU pm (1 − α)P(DSD/SD
).

In the case when the helper’s S queue is stable the probability
that the queue of size Q is not empty is given as follows:
λ
P(Q 6= 0) =
(6)
µ
where µ is given by (5).
Next, we will express the average achieved throughput for
the non-dedicated user U in the case where the queue at the
helper S is not empty (Q 6= 0):
TU = qS P(Q 6= 0)qU ph P(DSU/SD,SU )
+ qS P(Q 6= 0)qU (1 − ph )αP(DBU/SD,BU )
+ [1 − qS P(Q 6= 0)]qU ph P(DSU/SU )
+ [1 − qS P(Q 6= 0)]qU (1 − ph )αP(DBU/BU ).

(7)

DU = ph qs P(Q 6= 0)P(DSU/SD,SU )
+ ph [1 − qs P(Q 6= 0)]P(DSU/SU )
+ ph qs P(Q 6= 0)[1 − P(DSU/SD,SU )](1 + DS )
+ ph [1 − qs P(Q 6= 0)][1 − P(DSU/SU )](1 + DS )
+ pm qs P(Q 6= 0)αP(DBU/SD,BU )
+ pm [1 − qs P(Q 6= 0)]αP(DBU/BU )
+ pm qs P(Q 6= 0)[1 − αP(DBU/SD,BU )](1 + DB )
+ pm [1 − qs P(Q 6= 0)][1 − αP(DBU/BU )](1 + DB )
(8)
where DS and DB are the average delay imposed by the helper
S and the base station B respectively and are derived from
the following expressions:
DS =

DB =

1
qs P(Q6=0)P(DSU/SD,SU )+[1−qs P(Q6=0)]P(DSU/SU )

(9)

1
qs P(Q6=0)αP(DBU/SD,BU )+[1−qs P(Q6=0)]αP(DBU/BU )

(10)
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section we will include some results regarding the
average throughput and delay for the non-dedicated user U
for the cases when some of the characteristics of the system
(power allocation, caching capabilities, hit rate) vary in the
presence of an eavesdropper. In our analysis we assume that
the noise variance is E[n2j ] = 1 and path-loss exponents γS =
2 for all of the paths from the helper S (S → D, S → U ,
S → E) and γB = 4 for all of the paths from the base station
B (B → D, B → U , B → E). Transmission power levels at
the helper S are PS = PSD + PSU = 1000 and PB = PBU
is the transmission power of the base station. We will assume
that both D and U are located at a specific distance from
the helper S such that rSD = 10m and rSU = 20m. The
eavesdropper is located further such that rSE = 30m. The
distance of the dedicated and non-dedicated user as well as
that of the eavesdropper from the base station B will be set
to 1000m (rBD = rBU = rBE = 1000m).
In Figures 2 and 3 we get the average throughput and
delay for user U with and without secrecy constraints for
different values of transmission power allocation at the helper
S (normalized to Pmax ). The results for the scenario without
secrecy constraints have been obtained by treating all events
as in expression (4), where there is no eavesdropper present.
As expected, the average delay without secrecy constraints is
lower than that with secrecy constraints and average throughput is higher. As the power level of the transmission to
the dedicated user D increases both throughput and delay
performance deteriorate due to the higher interference caused

Fig. 2. Average throughput for user U TU with and without secrecy
constraints versus transmission power from helper S to the dedicated user D
(normalized). The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8,
ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.5 and θU = 0.4.

Fig. 4. Average delay for user U DU for different values of demodulation
threshold at U θU versus the hit rate at helper S ph . The plot was generated
with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.5 and PSD =
PSU = Pmax /2.

Fig. 3. Average delay for user U DU with and without secrecy constraints
versus transmission power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6,
α = 0.7, θD = 0.5 and θU = 0.4.

Fig. 5. Average delay for user U DU for different values of demodulation
threshold at D θU versus the hit rate at helper S ph . The plot was generated
with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θU = 0.4 and PSD =
PSU = Pmax /2.

to U for both cases. It is notable that for lower values of power
transmitted to the dedicated user D (PSD ) the performance of
the system with secrecy constraints gets closer to that without
any secrecy constraints.
In both Figures 4 and 5 we observe the average delay for
user U versus the hit rate at helper S (ph ) for different values
of demodulation threshold at U and D (θU , θD ). For higher
hit rate ph at S (high probability to find the requested content
at S’s cache) we get lower delay for lower threshold values
for user U (θU ). For lower hit rate values (i.e. < 0.2) we get
lower delay for higher threshold values at U . For lower hit
rate values of the requested content from helper’s cache it is
better for U to try to find the content at the network’s server
thus receiving from B. In Fig. 5 we vary the threshold at the

dedicated user D (θD ) and as the hit rate increases the delay
decreases while for higher values of θD the delay is lower due
to increased secrecy.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the average delay performance for user
U versus the probability of U requesting content outside its
cache (content not found at U ’s cache) with and without
secrecy constraints. It is notable that although the performance
for all of qU values is worse with secrecy constraints when
applying secrecy, the delay decreases for higher values of
request probability. The system behaves better in terms of
delay for U when the user U requests content from the helper
with higher probability. Finally, in Fig. 7 we can observe the
average delay for user U versus the power allocated at the
helper S when we vary the request probability at U qU . As

cell) with caching capabilities and that of the base station
were used in closed forms for both the average throughput
and the delay. The system’s performance in the presence of an
eavesdropper deteriorates in terms of average throughput while
the request and caching characteristics could compensate that
performance degradation.
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